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Abstract. Policy-based management has emerged as a solution to the problem of resource management in an 

open distributed environment.  However, adding any new rule to a large distributed system could lead to conflict 

and thus the integrity and consistency of the rule database within the system is one area where a solution is still 

sought.  This paper describes how, in a given policy based system, to compute the full extent of all possible rules 

and how, by considering the semantics of actions/verbs within the system, the action set can be ordered to form a 

partially ordered set (poset), an ontology.  Using the ontology, rules can be expanded to reveal hidden conflict at 

compile-time - the algorithm for this expansion is provided in the paper.  Without this expansion, the conflict 

remains hidden and only emerges at run-time.  The paper also provides a mathematical method of computing the 

minimum set of rules that can represent any given rule set in a policy based system, i.e. a way of contracting a rule 

set.  Finally, the paper discusses two (both static and dynamic) ways of implementing the semantic ordering in a 

policy based management system. 

1. Introduction

Modern systems are dynamic and scalable i.e. they expand and contract in terms of the functionality 

and range of services they offer.  As a system grows the functionality on offer increases and the 

interrelationships between the different functions become more complex.  Different parts of the system 

may be owned by different entities.  A global knowledge of the interrelationships between the 

functions within this dynamic system currently resides outside the system in the people responsible for 

it.  This complexity has created a need for management platform that is capable of adapting to the 

dynamic nature of these systems.  The policy concept has been gaining ground as a means of handling 

dynamic systems access management.   

1.1 Policies 

Policies are used to dictate a particular set of behaviours in a distributed system, without hard coding 

this behaviour into the structure of the system itself.  This is often achieved through a policy-based 

management platform.  These platforms provide a management language by means of which the 

policies can be expressed and stated to the system [3, 5], however, the user end of the language might 

be presented as GUI component.  In access control policy management platform as well as policy-

based networking [13, 14, 15] the policies are often sets of modal operators denoting permission 

(authorisation) and obligation akin to the notions defined in deontic logic [6].  The sentential syntax of 

these languages are simple structures of the form: subject, verb and object, stating what the subject can 

do to the object of the sentence.  There is also additional information identifying the type of the 

sentence i.e. whether a permission has been granted to the subject or an obligation has been placed 

upon the subject (usually in the event of some condition occurring).  There is also a statement of mode 

that would indicate whether the permission or the obligation has been bestowed in a positive or a 

negative sense.  Of course, a fully fledged language may have other construct and sophistications 

depending upon its usage (e.g. notion of time or object orientation facilities).   
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In order to demonstrate the concept of semantic ordering, we have devised a simple generic

language (Joey).  Joey has been designed with minimum set of constructs (retaining only those

language constructs that are useful for our discussion on semantic ordering).

2. Joey Language 

Joey is a language for expressing policies.  Rather than selecting an existing language with a 

multiplicity of features and then stripping away the extra features which were not a relevant part of the

language, in order to demonstrate the concept of ordering verbs, Joey has been developed with just

enough constructs to demonstrate the concept of Semantic Ordering (SO).  The other reason is that

Joey was designed with only the core concepts of a policy-based language, so that the concepts that are 

demonstrated here with Joey can easily be adapted into any policy-based language [2, 3, 11].

In Joey, a policy is a set of rules.  Rules are separated by a semicolon and have the following

construct:

Mode Type : SubjectSet VerbSet ObjectSet;

Mode is either positive or negative

Type is either authorisation or obligation

the SubjectSet and the ObjectSet are of the form

{subject1, subject2, …, subjectM} {object1, object2,…, objectM};

the VerbSet is of the form {verb1(para1, para2, paraK), …verbJ(para1,…,paraL)};

(para are parameters) where the type of the parameters is important rather than the value.

For example, following two rules are written in Joey:

negative authorisation : {alex, danny} {read()} {hamlet} 

positive obligation : alex {send()} {hamlet} 

2.1 Mathematical notation

If we collapse the syntax of the Joey and only consider its subject, verb and object [1, 3], we can 

consider policies as a sub-set of the Cartesian product of the subject, verb and object sets.

Mathematically what is suggested can be expressed as follows:  Let  be the set of all subjects,  the

set of all verbs and  the set of all objects.  Also let p  be any arbitrary policy then

p .  Policies can be grouped together to form a set of policies.  Thus, we can 

talk of the set of policies P  where P  for any element  where 

, which means that subject 

p P

p x y z, , x  can do verb  on object .  The syntax of Joey 

provides a facility to group the policies together into a set of policies. We can denote this grouping as

y z

OVSP ,,  which says that P  consists of OVS  number of policies,

e.g. (in positive authorisation mode) OVS ,,  means each element of S can do each verb in V

on each element of O.  Formally it can be stated as

OoVvS ,,s|o,vs,OVS ,,

i.e. OVSOVS ,, .

Notice that voOVS ,, .

The rule base management itself needs to be governed with meta-rules that will shape and create a 

framework in which the rules are issued.  In the next section we will talk about some of these meta-

rules.
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The set of all of the singleton rules that can have as their subject an element from , as their verb

an element from V, and as their object an element from O , is

S

OVS , i.e. the power

set of the Cartesian product OVS .  Therefore, the total number of rules that can be 

defined (including the empty set ) and considering positive and negative mode and also considering

both authorisation and obligation types is
22

224
OVSOVS

OVS .

Obviously not all these rule combinations make sense and some of them will be contradictory.

Some of the contradictions will be obvious and some will arise from the semantics of the rules.  This

paper considers a class of semantic conflict and demonstrates how to detect it automatically at compile

time (i.e. statically) by supplying some extra information to the management platform.

2.2 Singleton Rule

A singleton rule form is defined as:

Mode Type : {singleSubject} {singleVerb} {singleObject};

Any rule can be converted to a set of singleton rules. 

For example

positive authorisation : {Danny, Alex} {read()} {Ulysses}; 

can be converted to the two singleton rules

positive authorisation : {Danny} {read()} {Ulysses}; 

positive authorisation : {Alex} {read()} {Ulysses }; 

The number of singleton rules in the set of rules for a policy can be calculated as: 

Where  is the number of rules (before expansion to singleton rules) in the policy.n

n

i

iii OVS
1

3.Imposition of a partial order on an verb set 

In a rule based management system, the system can potentially contain a very large number of

functionalities/verbs available.  For an administrator who is responsible for managing the rule base, it 

might be cumbersome if not impossible to have the knowledge and awareness of all the functionality

(i.e. verbs) within the system in which he is working, particularly given that the system is dynamic and

subject to change. Furthermore, as we will show later, there are semantic interdependencies within the

set of functionalities that the system offers.  In this paper we are proposing how to imbue the system

with the knowledge of the functions and their interdependencies.  This will ensure the integrity of the 

rule database within the system and make sure the system is consistent.

For example, if we consider remote file access (FTP), one possible ordering that can be created is

that shown in figure 1.  In this example the verbs form a partially ordered set (poset).  This paper

proposes that though any graph imposed on a set of verbs is primarily a management policy (or rather a

management meta-policy [4]), however any imposition of a hierarchy will result in a poset.

open

ls/dir

bye/quit

disconnect/close

mput

mdelete

delete put/send

mget

append get help

Figure 1 a possible graph for FTP
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Here, we are not suggesting an alteration to the behaviour of the system or for that matter the verb

set within the system.  The rule-programmer in any system must be aware of these interdependencies

and accordingly code the rules.  Our suggestion lies in recognition of this ordering in the verb set and 

ways of automating the process of expansion of the rules.  This requires the rule engine to be able to

derive efficiently which verbs are implied by the inter-relationships between the verbs.

4 Conflict

There are three types of explicit conflict [7, 8, 15, 16]:

1. A subject is authorised and not authorised to apply the same verb to the same object.

2. A subject is obliged and not obliged to apply the same verb to the same object.

3. A subject is obliged but not authorised to apply the same verb to the same object.

4.1 Exposing hidden conflict

Semantic ordering relies on the ordering structure between the verbs. This structure is something

that any rule-programmer should be aware of in the normal course of events.  When rules are input into

the system they can create some hidden conflict, consider the following example

positive authorisation : {Danny} {write()} {hamlet} (1)

negative authorisation : {Danny} {read()} {hamlet} (2)

Assuming writeread  we can detect a hidden conflict
1
. In a more complex verb set it would

be even more difficult to detect such a conflict.  An automated system, such as the one we are 

suggesting, using a ontology will generate the following rule from the rule (1) : 

positive authorisation : {Danny} {read()} {hamlet} 

The conflict between this rule and the rule (2) above would be easy to detect at compile time.

4.2 Implied-rules: their effect on authorisation and obligation

Semantic ordering has different effects on authorisation and obligation policies.  While the

automatic generation of implied rules is appropriate for authorisation policies, however, in the case of

obligation, consider the following example:

positive obligation: {Danny} {write()} {hamlet} 

Now assume that to write implies to copy i.e.( writecopy ), it would not necessarily be the

intent that the following rule is also generated

positive obligation: {Danny} {copy()} {hamlet} 

However, if a manager is obliged to write a file, the system can automatically generate all the

necessary authorisations that come with writing the file, which means authority to write and all the

implied verbs which write would generate.

In the next section we will consider a more formal approach to what has been described above.

1 There maybe some situations that the permission to write a file does not imply the right to read that file.  In such 

a situation the system has to provide a separate write function to cover the requirement or else not have this

ordering.  How each verb behaves is a meta-policy decision, an anomaly such the one described above is not

created by our approach, in any system these anomalies need to be dealt with separately.
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5 A meta-policy: semantic ordering of verb set 

Consider a set of verbs where there is some form of semantic [12] ordering between the verbs in the

set e.g. the following set of verbs in the context of file management {write, read, copy, send, print},

one could impose an ordering on the elements of this set [9, 10], see figure 2.

write

read copy

send

print
Figure 2 a graph representing the set {write, read, copy, send, print}

Using the ordering relationship one can see, for example, that if  and the following

positive policy is added to the policy set os ,,  then automatically the following two positive

policies namely os ,, and o,s,  should also be added to the system.  On the other

hand, if the negative policy o,s, is added to the system in the first place then it implies the

following two negative policies o,s, and os ,, .  This notion of an ordering

relationship can be extended to cover policy sets, which are Cartesian products of the subject, verb and

object sets.  This means, if there is a policy set OV ,S ,  we should add VVGS ,,,

where function  is the function, which will return the set of all verbs implied by V.  Later we 

will discuss the implementation of function

VG,

VG,  where G  is graph representing the poset.  The

verb set forms a partially ordered set (poset), thus:

VerbSet,,,

   Reflexive 

 Transitive

 anti-symmetry

In other words reflexivity means each verb implies itself.  Transitivity can be expressed as if verb

 implies verb  and  in turn implies  then we can infer  implies .  Anti-symmetry can be

understood as saying if verb  implies verb  and  in turn implies verb  itself then verbs

and  are the same (in the semantic ordering sense). By rendering poset structure on the verb set, we

can now transfer the flat set of verbs into a directed acyclic graph.  This not only will assist the systems

management task as discussed above but also will provide an easy to understand pictorial

representation of the verb set within the system.

6 Algorithm for finding implied verbs 

Here we will give an algorithm for finding the implied verbs.

1. print the start node

2. for each child (if it is not been visited yet) consider it as a starting point and go to (1)

The recursive pseudo code of the algorithm for finding the implied verbs (findImpliedVerb)
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solutionSet =    //empty set 

findImpliedVerb(currentVerb) { 

   solutionSet = solutionSet  {currentVerb} 

   for each  set of adjacent nodes of currentVerb do 

      findImpliedVerb( )

}

This algorithm is a top down, depth first and it traverses the graph by moving down through

neighbours (i.e. collecting all the implied verbs).

6.1 Using mirror image for implied negative policies

If we draw a graph of a partially ordered set as has been described above and draw a horizontal line

under it which acts as a mirror, the graph G with respect to this mirror line is . Note the directions

of the edges have all been reversed. Formally we can define the G  as following:

Gm

m

Let  be a graph where V  is the set of vertices andG V E, E  (a binary relation on V  i.e. 

) the set of edges.  The mirror image of E V V G is defined as:

G V Em ,  such that for v u E u v E, , .  Notice if a graph G is superimposed

with its mirror image G the result would be an undirected graph.m

Now we can use the same algorithm on  whenever we need to handle policies in negative mode,

since G  represents the correct hierarchy of implied verbs for negative policies.

Gm

m

Figure 3 a graph with its mirror image

a

b c

d

e

f

g i

h j

k

a

b c

d

e

f

g i

h j

mirror k

The following function heading specifies the findImpliedVerb formally:

:: graph vertex impliedSet

We can extend the function to accept a set of vertices as the second element of the input tuple and

define the following recursive function using pattern matching:
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:: graph vertices impliedSet

G, {} {}

G v S G v G S, , ,

Now in the next section we can talk about the minimum verb set needed to express a set of rules

including the implied rules.

7 Minimum verb set 

This section examines how to identify the minimum number of verbs required, to express all the

rules relating a subject (or a set of subjects) to an object (or a set of objects). First, let us consider the

case of a subject  that can do every verb on a object .  To do so we need to define the notion of

minimal element and its dual maximal element in a poset.

s o

Let P be a poset and B be a subset of P. An element b B is a minimal element of B if and

no element exists such that

b B

Bb bb and bb .  Similarly,  Let P be a poset and B 

be a subset of P. An element b is a maximal element of B ifB b x B b x .  For the

graph of Figure 3 the minimal elements are ki,,ge,  and maximal elements are .  In 

terms of the graph

jh,a,

G  of a poset and its mirror image G , the maximal elements of graphm G  are the 

minimal elements of graph  and vice versa.  The functionGm G  to return the set containing the

maximal elements in the graph G  is defined.  Considering the function findImpliedVerb, it can be 

observed that  where V G,G G GV  is the set of vertices in the graph G .  In 

other words only the maximal elements in the graph are needed be able to generate all the verbs.

Therefore G  represents the minimum set that can generate the whole graph.

It can be seen that 1 , whenG V G G 1 , all the verbs within the system

form a graph with one maximal element (this would include a linear chain) and when

G V G , there are no semantic relations between the verbs. Therefore, unless there are

absolutely no semantic dependencies within the verb set in the system then G V G .

However, in most cases there would be some interdependency between the verbs.  After all, any 

system, intuitively, offers a package that in its totality solves some problem.  For example, consider,

file management, banking, stock market, hospital management and it is inconceivable that there is a

real system where verbs are not related in a semantic sense and this in turn means the maximum

number of applicable rules would be equal to G and where G V G .

Now, bearing in mind that the set of all verbs within the system would be very unlikely to form a

connected graph, the most likely the graph would be a collection of disconnected components.  Let us 

present the graph G of n  disconnected components as G G G Gn1 2, , ,  where each

component G is a connected graph.  The number of maximal elements in the graphi G , is equal to the

sum of the number of maximal elements in each component i.e. G i

i

n

1

s

G .  Further

refinement can be achieved by considering a more realistic case, where subject  can do all verbs in

set X  on object o  (where )X Gf

2
. X can be partitioned into mutually exclusive sets

2 V  where  is the flat set that has vertices of G as its elements.fGG fG
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X X Xm1 2

X Gi j

S 1,

such that and where for each  there is a unique G such that

.

X i

i

m

1

n

X Xi j

1, X

n

S

sm,

Xi j Gj
i

Gj
i

Gj

s
i

i

j

G
i1 2, ,

Gs k
i

i

Gs
i

i

X p p1 2, , s

GX

s
m

1

2

G

G

G

s p

s p

s p
m

m m

1 1

2 2

1 1

2 2

GX

i

m

G

G

G

s s s

s s s

s
m

s p
m

m m m

1 1 1

2 2 2

2
1 1

2
2 2

1 2

X s p
i

i q

G GX s p
i

i q

q

p

i

m

1

Let be a set such that , s S i m such that Gi s,

salso notice that for each  there is a unique  which additionally meansi S m .  This would

define a bijection between the elements of set 1, , m and the elements of set S .  This means, the

elements of set S  can be enumerated by members of the set 1, , m i.e. the set  can be

presented as .  Now remembering that every subset of a poset is also a poset then

each  can be represented by a graph. Indeed as  for some

s s1 2, ,

X Gi j S  then  (using the 

bijection,  can be represented as G ) represents the graph form of the set  and it is a sub-graph

of .  Now whereas each G  is a connected graph the sub-graph might not be a connected

graph and can be represented as a vector of connected components

Xi

Gs
i

i

G G

where each is a connected graph.  The set

Gs
i

s
i

s
i

s p
i

i i i
,

X can be represented by the irregular shaped two-

dimensional matrix (notice, the number of components for each  is different and the term matrix is

used in a loose sense, hence, the adjective irregular). Let be the graph representation of the set GX

. Also, let the sequence  represent the number of components in each G  then:pm, i

i

G G

G G

G G

s s

s s

s
m

m m

1 1

2 2

1 2

1 2

1 2

The minimum set that can generate the same set of verbs as X  can do is:

G G

G G

G G

p

p

s
m

m

1

2

1
1

1
2

G G
q

pm

11

While the size of the set of maximal elements in graph G  can be calculated as;X

q

p

i

m m

11

Which means:

Gs p
i

i q

m

1

The above quantity represents the size of the minimum set of verbs that is required to express the

set of rules relating subject  to object o , that would give the same result as using the set s X of verbs.
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8 Ways of implementing SO in a PBMS 

At this point we will present a couple of ways of implementing the poset in rule based management

systems.  These implementations, broadly speaking, are divided into two different categories of static

and dynamic approaches.

A static approach: Rules are input in a rule-based language.  The relationships between the verbs are 

also input, using OWL to represent the ontology.  The relationships between the verbs obtained from

the ontology can be used to expand the rules.  The full set of rules is examined for any conflict (see

figure 4).

- Print method

- Eliminate repeat

- Expand to singletons

- Expand with

implications

- Contract

- Conflict detection

Graph in OWL
OWL

Parser

Policy source code

for language Joey Parser for Joey

- build graph

- build mirror
- is Graph
   Complete

- cycle Detector
- implied action
set

GUI

Figure 4 a static approach

A dynamic approach: Rules are input in a rule-based language.  The relationships between the verbs

are also input, using OWL to represent the ontology. However, no expansion is done.  Instead,

whenever a subject requests to invoke a verb, on an object, the system will try to find out if the verb

is permitted, by consulting the rules (to see if the rule was explicitly there).  If no match is found, it 

will compare verbs of the explicit rules having the same subject and object with the ancestor verbs

in the ontology. If there is a match, then permission is granted, otherwise permission is denied.

Policy

Database

a

b c

d

e

f

g

h

policy language

engine

i

Figure 5 a static approach

However, the static approach, is more suitable for conflict analysis.
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9 Conclusion 

In this paper we have described how to use ontology to augment the rule system in a policy-based 

management system.  The use of ontology (implemented in RDF or OWL) will not only help to expand 

rules to their full implication according to their semantics, but also expose the hidden semantic conflict 

which can be detected at compile-time.  Additionally, the rules can be contracted using the minimum 

set.

Here in BT we have implemented the static approach as described above. However, for future and 

further work it would be interesting to apply the techniques in a more complex system to examine 

further the issues associated with scaling up the system. 
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